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over a period of four days, April 15-18, 2021, Sorors in the Significant
South Atlantic Region gathered to address the business of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc., participate in forums and workshops, enjoy social
gatherings and shop the vendors. Soror Carolyn G. Randolph, Regional Director, Soror Felecia Leggett, Conference Chairman and their executive
team organized a successful conference through many challenges. The
setting had been planned for the Rosen Shingle Creek in Orlando, Florida
with Cluster III as hostesses. However, due to the pandemic, an in-person
conference was not an option. “Ain’t no stopping us now!” Through the
magic of technology, members of CDO and other chapters in the cluster,
planned and executed an outstanding virtual experience for over 4,000
attendees from the states of Florida, Georgia and South Carolina. Chi Delta
Omega Chapter provided leadership to three prominent programs: The
Ivies Beyond the Wall Ceremony, The Diamond-Pearl-Gold-Silver Recognition and The Prayer Breakfast. An overview of each program follows to
outline the chapters extensive involvement. This was a regional conference to
remember!

Date to Remember
July 12-16, 2021

Virtual

Boule

Part II

2021 Leadership
Seminar
Exemplifying Excellence
in the Pink Easy
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HEART TO HEART
Basileus Hazel Lockett

G

Notes to Sorors

reetings again, my dear sorors of Chi Delta Omega,

For this issue of The Ivy Vine, I would like to talk to you about
vision. In so doing, I will share some of what I have observed and
concluded about visions during 2020 and 2021.
You are probably familiar with Proverbs 29:18. “Without a vision, the people perish.” Often only a small portion
of the meaning and wisdom packed into these few words is applied or even considered. One case in point:
most recently, the people of the United States had a vision of producing a vaccine against the coronavirus.
“When we produce a vaccine, this pandemic will be behind us and we can get back to normalcy.” But, when
Operation Warp Speed produced several vaccines, we still languished in the land of mask wearers and stay-athome citizens. By the end of December 2020, the vision was realized but to little effect.
We were missing some very necessary actions necessary for the normalcy to be realized. Chief among them
was the creation of a plan, a means of getting the vaccine to the people. On top of that, the plan needed milestones so that we could gauge the success of the mission. That plan and the milestones then had to be shared
with the citizens of the United States so that the energies of the people could be solicited as well. To achieve
greater success, the shared plan needed to be targeted and accomplishments along the way had to be noted.
When successes along the way are achieved, know that some will erect stumbling blocks. Make plans to fight
against them. When the concrete goal was announced, shared, and implemented, the plan became easier and
surer to accomplish the desired result. We learn many things from this example:
•
•
•
•
•

Call the vision by its proper name. Keep the real goal in mind.
Make sure there is a plan to achieve the goal.
Share the vision to increase buy in among key persons.
Establish milestones to gauge the success of the vision.
Make plans to thwart all efforts to deny the success of the vision.

Every soror in Chi Delta Omega has a vision of a stronger, more viable chapter. I know this because of the way
you are working to achieve all that we do. Some are working more than others; but they are content with that
because they are committed to success of achieving the vision. I see your compliance with the shared vision in
the unprecedented number of candidates for membership. I see your compliance with the shared vision in your
attendance to our chapter and committee meetings. I see your compliance with the shared vision in the finished products of the work you do. Keep up the good work, and we will not perish.
With Grateful Appreciation and Sisterly Love,
Soror Hazel Lockett, Basileus
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Ivies Beyond the Wall Memorial Tribute

A

s a part of the Virtual 68th South Atlantic Regional Conference, Sorors of Chi Delta
Omega and Gamma Rho Omega Chapters had the awesome honor of assimilating and preparing the listing for
our devoted and dedicated Sorors who so ably served Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated through the
years but had become Ivies Beyond the Wall (IBTW) during the past year. The program was introduced by Our
South Atlantic Regional Director, Soror Carolyn G. Randolph, who introduced and presented the Ivies Beyond
The Wall Memorial Tribute. We were honored to have three of the past South Atlantic Regional Directors participate in reading the names from their designated states. Representing: FLORIDA – Soror Marsha Lewis Brown,
17th South Atlantic Regional Director; GEORGIA – Soror Lucretia Payton Stewart, 13th South Atlantic Regional
Director; and SOUTH CAROLINA - Soror Vertelle M. Middleton, 12th South Atlantic Regional Director. Soloists
from our region provided designated national and spiritual musical selections for the occasion. The IBTW Committee members from CDO included: Sorors Sue Fray and Cerrito King as Co-Chairmen, Alma Dixon, Joyce
Freeman, Kowanna Johnson, Hazel Lockett, D’Arcy Miller, Myra Valentine and Gloria Wilkins.

DIAMOND-PEARL-GOLDEN-SILVER PRESENTATION
68th SOUTH ATLANTIC REGIONAL CONFERENCE
What a lesson! What a learning experience! As a Host Chapter in Cluster Three, the Sorors of Chi
Delta Omega volunteered to present the Carolyn House Stewart Diamond Pearl Golden Silver Milestone Celebration. Sorors from Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina were honored for their many years of service in the
following categories: Diamond Sorors—75 years; Pearl Sorors—65 years; Golden Sorors—50 years and Silver
Sorors—25 years. Our task was to prepare a program to salute and honor these dedicated members. There
were 13 CDO Sorors and 5 Sorors from the Gamma Rho Omega Chapter of Jacksonville who served on this
committee, which was Co-Chaired by Soror Marva Jones and Soror Emelda Kennerly.
Since this presentation was virtual, the committee thought it would not be as strenuous to prepare as it would
have been if it had been in person. However, even though we did not have to secure hospitality rooms, prepare
a certificate for each Milestone Soror, or order crowns for each honoree, we were responsible for preparing a
program which included a slideshow presentation of over 300 slides—one for each honoree. What a task!
Appearing in the virtual program were Soror Andrea Dukes as Program Moderator; Soror Dora Giddens gave the
Meditation; Soror Marva Jones greeted the audience; Sorors Robbie Johnson, Joyce Freeman, Cassandra
Stephenson, Myra Valentine, and Karen Harrison participated in the Litany.
This was a massive labor of love for the committee members. At times, it seemed overwhelming! We accomplished our task and received kudos from both Soror Carolyn Randolph, SA Regional Director and Soror Felecia
Leggett, Cluster III Coordinator, for a job well done.
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SARC Prayer Breakfast
“Significant Service: Fueled by Faith, Powered by Prayer”
. 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18
For those Sorors who had an opportunity to view the virtual Prayer Breakfast, we can agree
that the Committee, lead by Chi Delta Omega Co-Chairs, Sorors Theresa Waters and Carol Coffie, served as an
excellent opening for the 68th South Atlantic Regional Conference. Feedback from several Sorors said, “We were
encouraged by the prayer, solos, and other musical selections.” CDO sorors participating in the program included
Soror Sue Fray, who presented the opening musical prelude. Soror Theresa Waters graciously gave the opening
prayer, followed by Soror Carol Coffie who rendered a warm welcome and occasion. Soror Dora Giddens prayed
for our government and its leaders and Soror Terricena Flagg gave an inspirational closing prayer. Sorors from various other chapters participated with prayers and or sang solos. It was a spirit-filled program that brought hope
and peace.

Congratulations, Soror Kowanna Johnson
service as an Alpha Kappa Alpha
were part of a small but talented group
women who became Chi Delta Omega
March 27, 2011, we welcomed you
Washington, Pilar King (d),
McCloud and Catina Robinson
Alpha Sorority, Incorporated.
to CDO through your consistent
tion at all levels of opportunity to
to Leadership and Boule’. As
guided us to new directions and
ments and willingness to step up to
more decades of service to all mankind

on reaching your decade milestone in
Woman! It seems only yesterday that you
of young professional college educated
(CDO) Chapter’s MIP 2011. On
along with Nicole BastianTamisha King (Major), Angela
into the sisterhood of Alpha Kappa
You have proven to be invaluable
attendance and active participalearn and grow from the chapter
Anti-Basileus, you have taken and
heights. We salute your accomplishthe task at hand and wish you many
and sisterhood!
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TARGET 1: #CAP – Collaboration with The
Arts
An Arts Presentation (via Zoom), titled “The Impact of the Arts on Diverse
Women” was presented on April 2, 2021 as a collaboration between Chi Delta Omega and Flagler Palm Coast
High School. Soror Phyllis Pearson, CDO #CAP Committee Chairman, Soror Anita Jackson, CDO Arts Committee
Chairman and FPCHS Teacher, Ms. Kimberly Lee lead the effort.
Soror Phyllis welcomed the FPCHS African American History class, comprised of twenty-five, Grades 9 -12 students. Soror Anita gave a brief Arts presentation and facilitated a discussion by two guests: #CAP Student Participants -- Samira Taite-Headspeth (Junior) and Oslyn Bryant (Senior). Samira and Oslyn shared their personal
experiences of how art has impacted every aspect of their lives, and how this discipline will play a critical role in
their futures. Below are a few quotes from the students’ post-presentation evaluations:
“I think this presentation really inspired me to know that I still have time and that there are things that can
wait for beyond high school. It also showed how important the arts are to people and how they affect everyone differently.”
“This presentation given about the arts really inspired me. Especially when Samira said in the presentation how you should
never be close minded, because it won’t allow you to grow individually and will never let me land towards the place I am
at now in these current times, which makes it very important that we first work and figure ourselves out.”
“The Impact of the Arts on Diverse Women presentation was inspiring because of how well the women were able
to articulate their points and how productive they are while still being in high school. Art heavily influences my life in
everything I do whether it’s through my clothing, the murals I paint on my wall, the projects I've made, or even in school
with every assignment.”

TARGET 2: To Your Health! How to Use Your Steps to
Correct Your Posture.
In 1947, the Posture Committee of the American
Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons defined good or
erect posture as that body alignment where gravity passes
through the body in line with the structures designed to
support and balance the body under the stress of gravity.
The stated benefits of erect posture are to protect the
weight-bearing structures from the injury and progressive
deformity that comes with the body aging in poor
posture.
Dear Sorors of CDO, this is the follow-up of the March
2021 issue of the Ivy Vine. I included a reference from
Mayo Clinic, which enumerated the benefits of walking
in erect posture. For years I have made a study of
correcting the body‘s malalignment as logically as
orthodontists correct poorly aligned teeth. I enjoy my
daily “Walk with the Supreme” and use it to correct my
posture. I present to you how to improve your body
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

posture while walking by using a few instructional pictures.
The first picture includes a manikin standing in erect alignment, produced by placing its skeleton with the
Line of Gravity (LOG) passing through the structures designed to interface with gravity in the description of
ideal posture. The manikin with some surface structures that are markers of ideal posture is a part of a collage
of pictures that includes a sample of people in good posture.
Take a video of your side view of you walking and use the pictures and mirrors to evaluate your posture. The
first feature of ideal posture I look for is three balanced spinal curves. Poor posture will show up as an
exaggeration or flattening of spinal curves, wrong shoulder position, and the head being is too far forward as
shown by ears not being over shoulders.
upright, balancing the forward rotation produced by the contraction of Steps for postural correction:
2nd picture.
You can make walking in erect posture a meditation by:
1). Feel your body as a column from the pelvis to the top of your head. When walking, keep your column
abdominal muscles and the backward rotation coming from the lower neck and upper back muscles.
3). Make a meditation of relaxing the muscular contractions to determine how softly you can hold the
muscles contracted and still hold erect posture.
Have fun with your walk. When you walk with speed it is for cardio conditioning, walking for a long time is
for endurance and when you walk in erect posture, it is to correct and maintains good posture.

https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/adult-health/in-depth/posture-align-yourself-for-goodhealth/art 20269950
Henry Kendall, Florence Kendall, and Dorothy Boynton, Posture and Pain (Malabar, Florida: Robert Krieger publishing Company
(1952) 1985) page 10.

Contributed by Dr. Gwendolyn Dunn Carroll, Target II Health Committee Chairman
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Target III

As we ended National Financial Literacy Month
(April), it is with hope that we are more knowledgeable
and financially savvy than before because of various
educational opportunities offered. The April celebration was started more than 20 years ago, unbeknown
to many, and should be a testament to lessons learned
during the pandemic. Consumers who improve their
money knowledge have been documented to have a
better financial outcome. Financial education is an ongoing process that must be put into practice or the
intended outcome is loss. During the “Financial
Literacy for a New Normal” workshop, there were focal
points presented toward building individual wealth
and stability. These included: Wealth Accumulation;
Wealth Distribution; Financial Planning; and LongTerm Effects as a result of Risk Management. Our
presenter suggested starting a business, investing for
long-term gains, understanding your individual tax situation, and reviewing your cash flow. Moving
forward, remember that financial literacy is about decisions you make today and establishing new
habits for spending and saving going forward. Choose wisely!

___________________________________________________________________
REMINDER: Review the Online Consignment proposal posted on SharePoint, Office
365 for an exciting financial opportunity.

Target III

Soror Thea Hines Jones could not provide in-person assistance to feed
the homeless at Palm Coast United Methodist Church so she cooked and
delivered the food to the center director for distribution.

Bravo Soror for your initiative and hard work!
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“An Evening at the Savoy!”
The Arts Committee hosted “An Evening at the Savoy!”. The virtual experience, hosted on
March 20th via Zoom, was designed to salute the Harlem Renaissance, a signature National
Initiative of Alpha Kappa Alpha and to thank our supporters for their generosity and
commitment to Chi Delta Omega programs through the years.
Lead event coordinators, Sorors Gerri Dillon, Marva Jones and Emelda Kennerly planned an
evening of music, dance, art, poetry, education, and just plain fun! The event featured several video segments, including musical and poetry renditions by CDO members (Marva Jones
as Billie Holiday, Adrienne Felton as Josephine Baker) and several Honey-Do’s; a Harlem
Renaissance slide presentation (created by Olivia Bereal) detailed period history and artists;
and a “live” conversation with participants facilitated by Arts Committee Chair, Anita
Jackson. The evening’s Savoy “table hosts”, Gerri Dillon and Emelda Kennerly “guided our
guests through the Savoy”. Sorors Andrea Dukes and Mary Jennings managed technology
prior to and during the event. Soror Sue Fray assisted with CDO communications. CDO
President, Soror Hazel Lockett welcomed guests at the beginning, and “ushered all back on
the “A Train” at evening’s end. According to our online survey responses, the event was a
huge success!

Target IV

The Arts
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CONGRATULATIONS! BRAVO!
SUPURB! OUTSTANDING! Awesome!
Thank you Sorors of Target 4 for your
commitment to serving Significantly!

Soror Coffie

The members of Mt. Calvary Baptist Church of Palm
Coast, women in particular, were inspired by a dynamic Women’s Day speaker in the person of Soror
Carol Love Coffie. Soror Coffie, the Chi Delta
Omega Chapter Soror of the Year, exemplified just
one of her many attributes as a public speaker and
First Lady to the Mt. Calvary congregation. Her
speech on “JOY Worship” had everyone, “to look at
it this way” through scriptures and present day
illustrations. The Women’s Day worship service
was held virtually on March 21st and concluded
several evening activities, one of which was a special theme night activity on “How Stella Got Her JOY
Back.” Soror Carol serves CDO as Membership
Committee Chairman and on the Sisterly Relationships Committee as a true spiritual leader.

Women’s Day Speaker
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SMART AKADEMY CELEBRATES
END OF SCHOOL YEAR

The young ladies of The Flagler County Boys and Girls Club celebrated the
end of the school year with their SMART AKAdemy mentors via Zoom on
Thursday, May 6th. The girls, as always, began with attendance and the
“SMART Girls Pledge”. Greetings, remarks of encouragement and appreciation were given by Basileus, Soror Hazel Lockett. The session continued
with the presentation of certificates and awards by Soror Gerri Dillon.
Each girl who participated throughout the year was given a certificate of
participation. Special attendance “Oscars” were presented to those girls
who unwaveringly attended the majority of the AKAdemy sessions for the
2020-2021 school year between October 2020 and May 2021. The event continued with a Mother’s Day
acknowledgement craft activity coordinated by Soror Olivia Bereal. Each young lady was given the opportunity to say what they learned and liked about this year’s SMART AKAdemy sessions. Positive feedback on the
activities, with emphasis especially on the treats, were received. Kudos to Soror Olivia Bereal for planning
the session, certificate design, and packaging materials for this end of year event. Special thanks also to the
SMART AKAdemy hardworking mentoring team - Sorors
Olivia Bereal, Gwen Dunn
Carroll, Gerri Dillon, Myra
Valentine, and Cassandra
Stephenson, who come together monthly to plan and
work with the “SMART Girls”
of the Boys and Girls Club of
Flagler County on a virtual
platform.
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It’s Scholarship Awards Season!

The Ivy Community Foundation (ICF) Scholarship Committee named six
high school seniors from Flagler and Putnam Counties’ Class of 2021 recipients of $1,000 scholarships each for this year. Of the seniors named, one is
from Crescent City High School, one is from Flagler Palm Coast High
School, two are from Matanzas High School, and two are from Palatka High
School.
About 100 students applied for the scholarship this year. The Committee selects recipients based on
criteria including strength of character, leadership potential, academic performance, test scores, recommendation, economic need and community service. Congratulations to Flagler ICF Scholar recipients, Vandyn Pinckney and Brianna Whitfield of Matanzas High School. The Golden/Pearl recipient is
Shaunte White of Flagler Palm Coast High School.
On April 27th The Flagler County Education Foundation congratulated Flagler County graduates and
their families with a Senior “Drive and Surprise” caravan along with teachers, school administrators
and scholarship donor organizations. Yard signs and award packets were presented to each recipient
at his/her home. A professional documenter was on hand to video and take photos. Under the coordination of Shelley Wheeler, this year’s scholarship selection and award process went well despite the constraints of COVID-19 once again preventing celebration at Flagler Auditorium. Social distancing and
events mandates by sister organization, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., led ICF to opt out of officially participating in the caravan this year. Special thanks are extended to Mrs. Thea Hines-Jones of the
ICF for volunteering as a private citizen to participate in the caravan to the homes of the ICF Scholarship recipients. Putnam County scholarship awards will be announced and presented in June. Details
of the 2021 ICF virtual awards program will be reported in the fall edition of the Ivy Vine featuring all
of this year’s recipients.
These seniors join a long line of recipients who have been named to the Ivy Community Foundation,
Inc., Scholarship Program. The 2021 Class is impressive, resilient and filled with outstanding young
scholars who have promising futures. We're delighted to have them join the family of ICF Scholars and
look forward to being a part of their journey through college.
The Ivy Community Foundation, Inc. scholarship program has awarded more than $100,000 in scholarships since 2003 as ICF Scholars have attended colleges and universities including HBCUs and Ivy
League institutions. The Ivy Community Foundation, Inc. is grateful to its members, supporters, and
the passionate commitment with which its scholarship committee carries out its charge each season to
identify and award outstanding students for their efforts and accomplishments.

Contributing writer: Cerrito King
Scholarship Committee Chair
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Chi Delta Omega Family Graduates
Mekalah Johnson, the daughter of Soror Kowanna Johnson, was a 2017 CDO scholarship

recipient. Four years later she walked across the stage of the University of Central Florida
with the status of Magna Cum Laude to receive her Bachelor of Arts degree in Legal Studies,
plus a certificate in Conflict Resolution and Analysis. Makalah plans to attend Graduate
School to further her studies in Family Law.

Soror Adrienne Felton is celebrating three (3) graduations this month. Her daughter Mya is
graduating from Flagler Palm Coast High School, son Courtney is graduating with a Bachelor
of Education Degree and husband Tony, obtained his Master’s degree. Cheers to the Felton
family.
Soror D’Arcy Miller is also happy to announce Family Graduates. Soror D’Arcy’s daughter,
Latrice Miller-Polite, who is a certified Nurse, received a
Bachelor of Science degree in Human Resource Management from Columbia Southern University earning Magna Cum Laude Status. Soror D’Arcy’s grandson, Jamell Passmore graduated from Seminole State College
with an Engineering technology degree and certification in
mechatronics and robotics
maintaining a 4.0 GPA. He
plans to further his studies to
obtain a doctorial degree in
Engineering Technology.
Soror D’Arcy’s younger
grandson, JaSaun Mosley
graduated from high school
with honors and certification in Welding. He plans to further
his studies in welding while attending the Welding Tech School.
Soror Yolanda Pino is happy to announce the graduation of one of her 14 grandchildren, Inayah Avant, who is a
soror, in the graduation class from Hampton University. She is a Mellon Fellow and is the recipient of the
Presidential Cup Award for the class of 2021. She has been accepted to Tufts University and is a rising PhD candidate in AF– AM Literature.

Chi Delta Omega Sorors are extremely proud of our “FAMILY
GRADUATES!” Congratulations to the graduates and
parents for a job well done.
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Florida’s AKA Day at the
Capitol

O

n March 17th and 18th, 473 South Atlantic Region Sorors
showed up for the Inaugural 2021 Virtual Florida AKA Day at the Capitol. The AKA/DAC activities took place at the Moon in
Tallahassee, Florida. The seminars were hosted via the official Zoom online
seminar platform. Soror Laurise Thomas served as the Florida AKA/
DAC Chairman. Her Co-Chairmen were Sorors Andrea Knowles and
Tammy Hamlet. During the two-day historic event, the AKA/DAC
committee members created a panel of undergraduate members from
the Divine Nine and members of the Florida Legislative Black Caucus.
The conversation focused on the 2020 social justice events and provided an opportunity to bridge the generational gap and strategize how
young leaders can engage in the political process. During the second
day, plenary speakers and workshops covered topics such as, the
Florida 2020 Election Re-cap, Legislative Advocacy, Understanding
Redistricting, and a roundtable session featuring state legislators. The
AKA’s L. E. A. D. award ceremony highlighted Sorors who were
serving significantly in their communities. The keynote speaker was,
Vincent Evans, who is the Deputy Director of the Office of Public
Engagement and Intergovernmental Affairs in the Office of Vice
President Kamala Harris. Key points of AKA/DAC promoted engaging
and educational programs to galvanize chapters, members, and community leaders to feel empowered and equipped to take the L.E.A.D.
on issues that impact our daily lives. This event presented the opportunity for our voices to be heard as we connected with state legislators
addressing inequalities in our communities, enjoyed powerful speakers
and were motivated to effectively advocate for change by taking the
initiative, "Strategies for Change” into our communities.
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Mark Your Calendar!
Chi Delta Omega Sorors let’s show strong on

June 15th!
Our South Atlantic Region EAF Cluster III Coordinator,
Darice Richard and Cluster III Ambassador, Devonda
Rogers are asking each soror in Cluster III to donate at least
$20 towards our Cluster III endowment. On that one day
sorors should logging on to the EAF website at:
donate.akaeaf.org or by clicking on the CLICK HERE TO
DONATE found on the flyer, which will be sent by email
before June 15th.
Cluster III was the first cluster to establish an endowment in
the South Atlantic Region. Let’s be the first in the region to
capitalize our endowment in ONE day!

“We are Small But We are
Strong”

Post Office Box 351268
Palm Coast, Florida
The IVY VINE Newsletter

Have a
wonderful
and restful
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